
Cyclo™ 215
AVAILABLE WITH FULL EUROPEAN MAPS

The best experience 
in cycling navigation

Where am I
In case of emergency, this function shows your current address,
along with longitude and latitude

Long-life rechargeable batteries 
Up to 10 hours performance

Measures your...
Speed, time, distance, calories burned and more 

Desktop application  
One tool to easily manage your device,
download new routes and share your experiences

Cycling-related POIs
Quickly search for bike shops,
emergency locations, food & drink and more

Easy and user friendly navigation 
Large on-screen control buttons
and simple menu structure

Full European cycle maps pre-installed
Pre-installed full European cycle maps,
so you are ready to go right out of the box 

Surprise Me™ feature
Just choose your time or distance and the Mio Cyclo™ 215
will offer you 3 surprising routes to choose from 

Turn-by-turn instructions
Clear guidance with a sound alert
to indicate every instruction

Water resistant (IPX5) 
Find your way in every weather

Integrated ANT+ sensor
Compatible wireless heart rate monitor
and wheel and cadence sensor*

* Requires heart rate monitor and cadence sensor, available separately.

Meet the Mio Cyclo™ 215: the easy-to-use bicycle navigation device for anyone who enjoys 
cycling. With full European cycle paths and road maps pre-installed, you are able to get started 
right out of the box. And thanks to the integrated ANT+, you can measure your performance at 
all times (requires heart rate monitor and cadence sensor, available separately).

The Mio Cyclo™ 215 allows you to navigate easily from point A to B or to follow your own 
preferred routes. If you choose to use the unique Surprise Me™ feature, the Mio Cyclo™ 215 will 
calculate three surprising bicycle routes based upon your entered time or distance. This is the 
ideal feature for anyone who has seen all the local routes and for those who like to be surprised 
in an unfamiliar region. This feature will continuously offer new bicycle routes, even if you 
always start from the same point.

The turn-by-turn navigation effortlessly guides you, indicating every instruction with a clear 
sound alert. With its large anti-glare 3,5” touch screen, the simple menu structure and clear 
on-screen buttons, the Mio Cyclo™ 215 offers you true ease of use.

The rugged waterproof casing (IPX5) ensures you can go cycling in any kind of weather, rain or 
shine. And with the long, rechargeable battery life of 10 hours, you can enjoy longer distances 
without having to worry about finding your way back home. Thanks to the pre-installed points 
of interests (POIs), such as bicycle shops, restaurants and emergency locations, you will always 
be able to locate some refreshments or a new tyre with ease.
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Weight: 151 grams
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Visit Mio.com for
more information 

Manage your tours
on MioShare web tool

The Mio Cyclo™ 215 measures time, speed, distance, height, 
calorie consumption and more. With the desktop application, 
you are able to store your data, manage your route history and 
share your experiences with your friends. The easy-to-use tool 
allows you to download routes and enjoy new roads and areas 
others find interesting. The application is also your one-stop 
shop for managing your device and downloading map updates 
or latest product information.

The Mio Cyclo™ 215 is the ideal solution for anyone who enjoys 
cycling, wants true ease of use and is looking for perfect value 
for money.

The Mio Cyclo™ 215 comes with a built-in ANT+ sensor, 
allowing you to easily connect with optional wireless heartrate 
monitor, wheel and cadence sensor. 
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